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Tearfund, Medair and UMN Assessment of Jeewanpur VDC in Dhading 

14 May 2015 

Areas Covered: A team from Medair and Tearfund accompanied a distribution by UMN to 

two villages in Jeewanpur VDC, Dhading district on 14 May 2015.  The team visited: 

• Dharke market GPS: 27.73424087 85.13517534 744.0 

• Gajurelgaun Village GPS: 27.73522933 85.15739278 822.0 

• Jiwanpur Village GPS: 27.75510901 85.15990291 1131.0 

Overall:  Priority is for shelter and seeds. Although main water sources are functioning some 

springs may need to be rehabilitated.  Across the VDC there are 10 schools: 5 have been 

totally destroyed and 2 partially. 

Dharke: 

• Overall: Market was bustling with at least 80% of shops open and well stocked.  Wide 

range of goods available.  Three hardware stores were open each with good supplies of 

CGI (different grades), steel reinforcing rods, nails and tools. 

 

Hardware shop in Dharke 

There were also three shops selling water tanks and pipes.  Tarpaulins were very rare 

although thin plastic sheeting was available.  The owner of one hardware shop stated 

that he thought wholesale prices would rise.  He has sold out of hammers and has sold 

500 saws, he still had some in stock. 
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Gajurelgaun Village – Ward 9 

• Overall: The distribution was to 533 HH; 366 in Ward 9 and 167 in Ward 8.  Main needs 

are for shelter (for the monsoon), rebuilding and seeds for planting.  Women were 

concerned for the safety of their children (rubble, animals and further earthquakes were 

mentioned) 

• Shelter:Main issue is shelter.  Although there are a few concrete houses in the area that 

seem to have survived the majority are more traditional design and virtually all of these 

are uninhabitable and probably irreparable.  People are living in makeshift shelters with 

materials salvaged from their homes.  Some tarps were seen but these were often old 

ones that they owned before.  Divided views on what to do next, some were concerned 

over building back on land that was displaying cracks and may be vulnerable to 

landslides but most wanted help (advice and resources) to help them build back.

 

• Food:Food stockshave been buried in the rubble but food distributions to the area mean 

that families have at least one month’s supply of food.  Of more concern was the loss of 

seeds (maize and rice) which they would normally plant during the monsoon.  Seeds are 

available in the market but they lack cash. 

• Water:This area has traditionally suffered from water shortages.  Piped water systems 

were working.  The water had been cloudy for a few days after the earthquakes but soon 

became clear.  Only a few are using water purification while the majority drink straight 

from the taps.  There are no incidences of sickness form the water.  Water is carried 

home in traditional jars without lids but wen at home a plate is placed over the top to 

act as a lid. There is sufficient water for drinking but not for washing.  Women travel to 

an alternative source 30 minutes away to wash 
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• Sanitation and Hygiene:Houses had latrines but these have virtually all been damaged 

and as a result people are now defecating in the fields.  Anal cleansing and hand washing 

is continuing and soap is available in the markets.  Women usually use cloth during their 

periods and this practice has not been affected by the earthquake.  It was not however 

clear where or how the cloths are cleaned and dried. 

• Health:Normal services are available 

• Education:School suffered only minor damage and should be open when school restarts. 

The school has a piped water supply and latrines all of which were in working order. 

• Information:  They have radio and TV but there is no electricity at present so most rely 

on passage of information by mobile phone.  Key information needs were for 

information on assistance and distributions. 

• Assistance:  The village has received assistance from the Government, from individuals 

and some small agencies.  Prioritisation was an issue as all felt that they had suffered 

and so all should be supported.  There are no disabled people in the village but there are 

some elderly people. 

 

Jiwanpur Village (VDC Centre) 

• Overall:  

• Shelter:Virtually all traditional style houses have suffered major damage; some more 

modern concrete houses are still standing.  People are sheltering in improvised shelters 

made form a combination of (old) tarpaulins and salvaged materials from their collapsed 

houses.  Tarps are of varying size and quality and families complained of being 

overcrowded.  People would like to build back a different style of house (concrete) and 

require both technical help and resources.  Building could start in September at the 
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earliest due to the monsoon.

 

• Food:  Food stocks and seeds were buried in the rubble, food has been distributed 

meaning that they have at least one month’s supply; there is limited availability of pulses 

and vegetables.  Seeds have been lost, they are available in Dharke and Kathmandu 

markets but villagers do not have the cash to pay.  Approximately 70% of animals have 

been reported as killed. 

• Water: The village had a piped water system that reportedly came from a source 14km 

away.  The pipes had suffered some damage but the community had repaired them. The 

source itself was reported as suffering cracks but is still working.  A number of additional 

springs have dried up and some springs have moved; there is less water available to the 

community now than before the shock.  The water was cloudy for a few days but is now 

clear.  People are drinking it without using purification drops but there have been no 

incidences of sickness.  Water is collected in traditional open topped jars but is kept with 

a lid once home. 

• Sanitation and Hygiene: The area has suffered from a lack of water for washing in the 

past and this continues to be the case.  95% of houses had toilets before the quake but 

few are still useable, instead people are defecating in the open. 

• Health:The village has a health post staffed with a Health assistant, midwife and 

auxiliary nurse.  They have medicines and the service is comparable to before. 

• Education:School has been destroyed and children have no safe place to play.  The 

government has said that it will provide shelter for the school but as yet nothing has 

been received. 
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• Information:  The village has a tarmac road (with some damage) that links it to 

Kathmandu and so is reasonably well served.  Radio and TV are used but mobile phones 

are the most used way of passing information.  Information requested is to do with 

availability of support and assistance. 

• Assistance:Some assistance has reached the area from the government and from 

individuals.  Community is unwilling to prioritise but with some discussion did suggest 

that perhaps female headed households and day labourers were the highest priority.  

They were against cash distribution fearing that it would be misspent and would prefer 

items. 

 


